3.28 AUGUSTINUS IN IOHANNEM

Vellum, 12½ x 9 3/4 in, 240 ff. (ab 9-242; 223, 224 lost), double columns, 48 lines to a page. Early xiv cent. round script, perhaps by two scribes, with headings mainly in red, but occasionally in green, and initials alternately in red and green.

1-4, 5-25, 26 (want 7, 8) 17-28 29

Xxiv cent. calf, blind tooled, re-backed.

2° f° liberati qui

1-242: [AUGUSTINUS [Tractatus 124 in Evangelium Johannis]

Intuentes quod modo audivimus ex lectione apostolica — etiam iuxta confessoris memin terminare sermonem (CCC xxxvi, 8; Stegmüller 1471). A break in the text from homin animam (632, 5, L.12) — sient aliumnum quoque (638, 3, L.21) where 223 and 224 have been cut out.
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